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Synchronizing multi-perspectival data of children’s digital play at
home
Jane Mavoa a, Bjørn Nansen b, Marcus Carter c and Martin Gibbs a

aSchool of Computing and Information Systems, The University of Melbourne, Melbourne, Australia; bSchool of Culture
and Communication, The University of Melbourne, Melbourne, Australia; cDepartment of Media and Communications,
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ABSTRACT
Studying digitally mediated play presents challenges in terms of how to view
and record both the on-screen action and player’s bodies in physical space.
Carrying out this research in a socially and technologically diverse range of
family households poses further challenges, common to ethnographic media
research in general. In this paper, we describe a method for generating
richly detailed views of 6–8 year old children’s digital play with the game
Minecraft, on a range of devices and in a range of household configurations.
We explain the process undertaken in our own research, highlighting the
need for flexibility and a collaborative approach between participants and
researchers. We argue that collecting multi-perspectival recordings of digital
play provides data that has the potential to greatly aid understanding of
digital playworlds.

KEYWORDS
Digital games; video
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Introduction

This paper provides a detailed methodological
account of how we achieved rich, synchronized
data on children’s digital Minecraft play within
the home. The work described is part of a larger
research project that formed the first author’s
PhD thesis. The project’s overall aim was to
document children’s engagement with digital
games, using Minecraft as a case study, and in
wider social, family and discursive contexts.
The methodological innovations described in
this paper build on broader work in ethno-
graphic approaches to research within digitally
connected homes, by focusing specifically on
the production and performance of children’s
Minecraft play as it unfolded within the dense
sociotechnical spaces of contemporary home
life. By asking what children actually do when

they play Minecraft, rather than what the ped-
agogical or developmental outcomes of this
play are—common in learning or health dis-
courses—this research sought to consider digi-
tal play for its own sake by commencing with
the ethnographic principle of observation in
order to provide detailed descriptive accounts
of children’s play in Minecraft.

Being situated within the everyday leisure
time engagements that children have at home
with games like Minecraft, demanded a meth-
odological design that could account for the
often taken for granted, mundane, yet also
detailed and complex interactions children
have within digital play spaces and their
embeddedness within the social and spatial
dynamics of the home. The goal of capturing
rich descriptions of Minecraft play within
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children’s social, technical and physical con-
texts, necessitated development of data collec-
tion from multiple perspectives, including on-
screen action and children’s bodies in physical
space. Thus, the methodological innovation we
sought to achieve, and which we describe in
this paper, was one that sought to synchronize
the capturing and analysis of multi-perspectival
data. This paper details our collaborative
approach to data collection with participants
and argues for the value of persisting through
technical difficulties given the richness and
depth of data generated. The paper also notes
the challenges of this method for synchronizing
observation of children’s digital play at home
and situates it within visual and digital ethno-
graphy literature. We present two key take-
aways in this paper: First, the value of
flexibility in process and expectations around
data generation in diverse household settings,
and second the importance of building
relationships with participants as contributors
to a collaborative research effort.

Background: studying children’s play
at home

Digital ethnography and the home

Children’s digital play in the family and home
life fits within a broader area of household
media and digital ethnography research,
which has sought to gain access to households
in order to develop a better understanding of
‘digital domesticity’, and the ‘“intimate his-
tories” of how we live with a variety of media’
and other technologies (Morley 2007, 204;
Kennedy et al. 2020). This research approach
to examining technologies in use, in situ within
the home, builds on traditional ethnographic
methods of participant observation in physical
places, combined with more recent develop-
ments in ‘digital ethnography’, which Christine
Hine notes, ‘ … transfers the ethnographic tra-
dition of the researcher as an embodied
research instrument to the social spaces of the

Internet’ (2008, 257), or other social spaces or
forms of technology interaction.

This, however, is more easily said than done.
Homes are familial, intimate and bounded
spaces that prove difficult for researchers to
explore in detailed ways. The presence of a
researcher recording the everyday activities of
family life in the private sphere of the house-
hold, ideally for extensive periods of time, is
often both impractical and invasive (Hine
2000; Mackay and Ivey 2004). A key challenge
encountered by researchers then is the question
of accessing homes, where certain ‘narratives,
practices and sensory experiences [are] not
usually available for public view’ (Pink 2004,
1). Applying direct observation methods in
the home can be difficult and intrusive to
peoples’ mundane and personal home life,
whilst hearing the voices of diverse household
members can be difficult. Interviews are one
way of cultivating this voice; however, the
unique challenges presented by the home as a
private space, and by the dynamism and com-
plexity of the digitally connected home, call
for additional methodological approaches and
processes. Not surprisingly then, ethnographic
research of technology use in homes has tended
to focus on single technologies and ‘snap-shot’
approaches. This, however, neglects the ethno-
graphic importance of studying the inter-
relations of social and technical life in
domestic settings (Kennedy et al. 2020).

In contrast, a range of digital ethnographic
approaches have emerged exploring virtual,
online and digitally mediated communication
as a way to access and analyse the contexts
and meanings of everyday digital play (e.g.
Nardi 2010; Rheingold 2000). In one sense,
these approaches are a pragmatic response to
the problem of access, with digital environ-
ments offering a wealth of archival, interperso-
nal and experiential information. Yet, such
online digital ethnographies of play have also
tended to erase the spatial, temporal, physical
and cultural contexts in which digital play
takes place. In particular, the interrelation of
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the domestic space as an ordinary yet signifi-
cant site of everyday digital consumption, prac-
tice, and meaning has been marginalized
through this decontextualization. Our research
methods, which we describe in this paper, seek
to build on efforts to resolve these tensions, and
studies that have sought to contextualize digital
technology use in domestic spaces and family
life, by combining established ethnographic
data collection techniques with more novel
forms of digitally-mediated data collection.

Household digital ethnography approaches
include the deployment of digital media
devices and software, such as tablets and cam-
eras in homes, and include participants as
active collaborators in creating and interpret-
ing their use of technology in the home (see
Kennedy et al. 2020; Nansen et al. 2015,
2016). Indeed, including participants as
research collaborators by enrolling them in
the process of data collection and analysis, par-
ticularly in the absence of the researchers,
reinforces the principles of digital ethnography
for capturing the embedded, embodied and
everyday contexts of mediated social life
(Hine 2015; Horst 2016). Research method-
ologies based upon digital ethnography
approaches, have for example, involved house-
holders in the use of mobile devices, digital eth-
nographic software and creative data collection
activities in order to overcome requirements
for researchers to always be present in the
field. We extend these insights by noting the
importance of combining multiple perspectives
in the data collection process—what Markham
(2016) refers to as remixing research methods
—through the combination and layering of
digital spaces such as Minecraft, and other chil-
dren’s digital play spaces within the physical
and social contexts of the home by synchroniz-
ing the digital and physical through multiple
simultaneous recordings.

Our digital ethnographic methods were
underpinned by Taylor’s (2009) assemblages
of play theory. Studying digital play from an
assemblage approach means seeing moments

of play as co-constructed by human and non-
human actors (Giddings 2014). This perspective
allows for a ‘postdigital’ conceptualization of
digital play (Jayemanne, Nansen, and Apperley
2015) and avoids ‘myopic attention’ to either
‘the digital’ or ‘the analogue’ (Marsh 2019,
157). Such an approach rejects a binary digital
vs non-digital dichotomy and recognizes that
for children, boundaries between on and off-
screen are fluid and porous (Arnott 2016; Ker-
vin, Verenikina, and Rivera 2015; Squire and
Steinkuehler 2017). This approach to play,
therefore, requires dedicated researcher atten-
tion to both the digital play space (the on-screen
action) and the physical space (children’s
bodies, their manipulation of controllers, and
the immediate social setting of play). Getting a
view of both the human and non-human actors
as they work together to produce moments of
play requires decision making around what
will be recorded and how, and where researcher
gaze is directed throughout the observed
instance of play (Aarsand 2016). Further, in
this study, we sought to document digital play
in household settings, as opposed to school set-
tings which are dominant in existing work on
children’s digital play, resulting in a gap in
understanding of children’s everyday digital
play, despite this beingwheremuchof children’s
play happens (Giddings 2014). In everyday,
household leisure time settings children are
freer to direct their own play, away from the
institutional oversight that is present in school
settings and without an explicit pedagogical or
developmental goal in mind (Tudge 2008).
Studying play in homes reduces the need for
researcher-imposed restrictions on the types of
play that are ‘acceptable’, for example, disallow-
ing player vs player (PvP) interactions (Burnett
and Bailey 2014) and potentially transgressive
play (though, not entirely, as we found children
conscious of the approval of parents). It also
reduces the need for restrictions on noise levels
(from children and devices), or school policy-
imposed safety settings (Burnett and Bailey
2014; Wohlwend and Kargin 2013).

DIGITAL CREATIVITY 3



Outside the home, children’s play practices
have also been studied in physical spaces such
as playgrounds and public spaces. Observing
children’s play in physical space may involve
ethnographic approaches such as spending
time on the sidelines of play, taking notes, talk-
ing to children and recording what children do
(e.g Opie 1993; Richards and Burn 2014; Will-
ett et al. 2013). Given that children’s play may
appear to an outside observer as messy, chaotic,
fast-paced and dynamic with frequent flicker-
ing between pretence and reality, documenting
play in physical spaces is not necessarily a
straightforward task. However, as noted above
documenting play in the privacy of homes, or
documenting play that takes place in digital
spaces, poses further challenges related to the
distributed nature of play that happens simul-
taneously across physical and digital space.

Capturing children’s digital play

The challenges of capturing children’s play
when it is distributed across private physical
and digital spaces has been addressed by
research combining traditional methods such
as interviews with the use of visual recordings
(e.g Dixon and Weber 2007). Researchers
have utilized video recordings in the study of
children’s digital play as part of a range of
methodologies, not necessarily as a form of pri-
mary data (Aarsand 2016). Video recordings
have usually been used in conjunction with
other methods such as interviews, play tours
(e.g. Plowman et al. 2012) and fieldnotes.
Recording of play allows for close analysis of
data away from the immediate demands on
the researcher’s attention in a field setting
such as interactions with participants and
note-taking. In studies using video recording,
there is variation in field sites and who is
responsible for operating the recording equip-
ment. In some, researchers have done the
recording while at field sites including homes
(e.g. Hjorth and Richardson 2020; Marsh
et al. 2018; Schneier and Taylor 2018), game

clubs at schools (e.g. Burnett and Bailey 2014;
Fields and Kafai 2010), and hospital rooms
(Hollett and Ehret 2015). This allows for
researchers to ask questions and note salient
information that may not be captured in
recordings, and it allows for in-the-moment
decisions about where to point the camera.
However, as with all direct observation
research, the presence of the researcher may
have an impact on the type and flow of play
(Burnett and Bailey 2014). This issue also
applies to methods where the researcher plays
the game with the participant thus immersing
themselves within a shared play environment
(e.g. Schneier and Taylor 2018). Some
researchers have employed GoPro cameras
strapped to the chests of players (e.g. Marsh
2019; Marsh et al. 2018), attached to players’
heads, carried by them or placed on a desk
directed at a computer screen (Bailey 2016) as
a means of capturing the screen. Bailey (2016)
in a study of school-based Minecraft.edu play,
also collected screen recordings from a subset
of participants.

In other studies, recording equipment has
been left with families and the filming has
been done by parents (e.g. Aarsand 2010;
Given et al. 2016; Kervin, Verenikina, and Riv-
era 2015; Stephen, Stevenson, and Adey 2013).
In the Children, Technology and Play study,
recording was done by both researchers and
parents (Marsh et al. 2020). Asking parents to
collect data in this way, as Stephen, Stevenson,
and Adey (2013) note, allows for a ‘naturalistic’
research setting and observations that are ‘con-
gruent with real life activities’ (32), while
acknowledging that ‘ it would be naive to
think that [researcher] presence in family
homes did not have an impact on behaviour’
(32). Asking participants to collaborate in the
research process by recording play also raises
issues around burden to participants, and var-
iety in the type and amount of data collected.
Each of these issues will be discussed below.
The video recordings collected in our study
constitute data in and of themselves and
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therefore our method can be described as a
form of digital visual ethnography (van den
Scott 2018). This data was analysed, coded
and then interpreted within the context of
other data (in our case, interview transcripts
and photographs of playthings) and with
reflexivity on the part of the researcher. Video
recording is well suited to the study of chil-
dren’s play because filming via smartphones
of mundane or special occasions, the replaying
and viewing of this footage and the viewing of
video content on platforms such as YouTube
are commonplace, ‘everyday’ practices for
many (though by no means all) children and
are often embedded in family practices. The
cultural value, acceptance of and familiarity
with video recording as a means of record
keeping and representation make this method
particularly appropriate for studies of home-
based children’s digital play (Pink 2021).

The use of video recording in digital ethno-
graphic methods has limitations, including the
scope of view able to be obtained from a single
recording source (cf. Bailey 2016) and more
practical difficulties with, for example, the
quality of audio output, meaning children’s
voices are difficult to hear (Burnett and Mer-
chant 2019) and problems with GoPro cameras
slipping, or children moving and therefore
shifting the screen out of view (Marsh et al.
2018). Additionally, given the popularity of
tablet-based play for children (Chaudron
2015; Mavoa, Carter, and Gibbs 2018), the digi-
tal component may be on a small screen held in
the hands of players. Getting a view of the
screen necessitates sitting closely next to the
child, at a table or on a sofa, or on the floor,
and looking down at the device. Apart from
being uncomfortable for the researcher, this
potentially poses quite an intrusion on play.
Alternatively, researchers may observe, and
record tablet play from a distance, standing
or sitting close enough to get a view of both
screen and child. But this risks a lower fidelity
view of the screen and reduces the possibility
of being able to account for the intricacies of

what occurs in the technological component
of play, in concert with the child’s movements,
facial expressions, interactions with spectators,
and so on. Touch-screen interfaces also present
challenges to visibility as hands and fingers
may obscure the view of the screen. Further,
the mobility of these devices means that chil-
dren may move around while playing, taking
the device with them. Shifts in position or
location may mean that the screen comes in
and out of view.

Where play happens via a console connected
to a TV, the view of the screen captured by a
single camera may be clearer due to the larger
size of the screen, but the player may be some
distance from it. This means that researcher
gaze via a single camera frame may not be
able to encompass both the screen and the
child simultaneously and thus important detail
in both may be missed. Where play happens via
a computer monitor, these difficulties are
reduced because the researcher and/or record-
ing equipment can be positioned behind or to
the side of the child in a way that captures
both the screen and the child’s body. In some
households, depending on furniture and
room configurations, it may be that this is
sufficient to get a good view of all relevant
spaces (the child, their immediate surround-
ings and the screen). But in others, decisions
need to be made about whether to focus on
the screen, the child or their surroundings
and whether a view of the child’s back is
sufficient. Of most relevance to the goals of
our study, is that these methods generally
involve filming either only the screen or the
child, or both in one frame with a resulting
lack of clarity of one or the other. Further, in
analysing this kind of data, primacy is often
given to the human actors in recordings. The
on-screen action tends to be secondary, and
this precludes an effective view of play as some-
thing that is produced by both the player and
the digital component. This may suit some
research objectives, for example, an investi-
gation of the haptic aspects of mobile play
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(Hjorth and Richardson 2020). But where the
aim is a situated multi-modal view of how
humans achieve digital activities in conjunc-
tion with technology, as was the case with our
study, there is a need to have a clear view of
both the screen and the human actors. In our
study, we achieved this by collecting both
recordings of the screen and of the players
and then synchronizing them in a side-by-
side view for analysis.

The aim of our study was to produce rich,
contextually sensitive descriptions of Minecraft
play within children’s social and physical con-
texts. Given the challenges to studying chil-
dren’s digital play in the home mentioned
above, it was necessary to develop a method
that allowed a clear view of activity both on-
screen and in the physical space in which play
occurred. This was achieved in a way that was
sensitive to each family’s technological and
household set-up and to the desires of the chil-
dren whose play was being recorded. Core to
the method we developed was the collection
of two recordings in each household where
possible. One recording was produced via a
camera directed at players and the space sur-
rounding them, and one was produced via
either the screen recording function of the
device used for play or via a second free-stand-
ing camera directed at the screen. Given the
variety in devices used by the participating chil-
dren to play Minecraft, and various other fac-
tors such as the presence of infants intrigued
by camera tripods, the method involved colla-
borative effort from families and flexibility on
the part of the researcher to find workarounds
in each household so that the most appropriate
data in each could be collected (Nansen et al.
2015; Pink 2007).

Methods: field procedure for data
collection using multiple recording
devices

The data collection described here was part of a
larger study using additional methods—

interviews with parents and children, and play
tours. We aimed to account for Minecraft play
as not isolated from other play or household
habits, routines and parenting practices. There-
fore, while this paper focuses on the video
recording collection method, the data it gener-
ated was only part of the overall view that the
research ended up presenting. Further, it is
not just the mode of recording that is relevant
here, indeed dual recordings were not obtained
in all cases, but also the conscious attention to
both the screen and player(s) as co-contributors
to constructing moments of play.

Ten families in Melbourne, Australia were
recruited via social media networks (Facebook
posts in the first author’s personal and local
school community groups). Each family had
at least one child between the ages of 6–8.
Because we wanted to obtain screen recordings
in cases where children played on devices that
facilitated this (iOS devices with software ver-
sion 14 or higher), it was necessary to have con-
versations with parents very early on in the
recruitment process about the devices that chil-
dren used to play Minecraft and to be upfront
about what we were asking of them in terms
of the type of footage we wanted to obtain.
When necessary, parents were asked to update
their iPad or iPhone software to the version
that has the screen-record function, and we
provided links to walkthroughs of how to do
this. This was not possible in cases where the
device was not new enough to be able to run
the required software version. Following
recruitment, each family was visited three
times by the first author. Visit one was to inter-
view parents, have children conduct play tours
and to set up researcher supplied recording
equipment. Visit two was brief and involved
only the collection of recordings. At the third
visit, children were interviewed about their
Minecraft and other play, and about their
recorded play sessions. All participating
families were given a $50 shopping voucher at
the end of the third visit as a recognition of
their time commitment to the study.
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On the first visit, children took the
researcher on a ‘play tour’ of their house (Plow-
man et al. 2012). This allowed children to
describe what their overall ‘playworlds’ (Lindq-
vist 2003) consisted of, without restriction to
site or form of play. During the play tours
photographs were taken, with the child’s con-
sent, of particularly meaningful objects or
sites of play, such as a child’s current Lego
build; bikes; soft toy collections; book collec-
tions; computers and gaming consoles; tram-
polines; arts and crafts areas; play scenes set
up with small plastic toys and makeshift furni-
ture and so on. Following the play tour, one or
more parents were interviewed about their
thoughts on play in general, and digital play
specifically, their own videogame histories,
household strategies for managing ‘screen
time’, and their thoughts on Minecraft in par-
ticular. At the end of the first visit, families
were shown how to operate the recording
equipment and written and verbal instructions
for screen recording were provided.

At this point, the research effort became col-
laborative between parents and researchers. We
talked through and tested where cameras and
tripods could be set up and checked that they
were capturing what was desired (the TV or
computer screen and/or where the child
would sit while playing). In the two households
with toddlers also present, finding a suitable
place for the tripod camera was challenging.
It could not be placed where it might pose a
hazard to toddlers. In one case, this was
resolved by recording play in a room where
the door was closed and in the other a more
elaborate workaround was employed. In this
household, there was a space behind the
couch in the family’s media room that the tod-
dler could not reach. The mother in this family
was an amateur cake-maker and arranged a
tower of varying sized cake tins in this nook
which the camera was placed on top of. It
took some time to get the exact right height
of the tower so that the camera was able to cap-
ture just the TV screen.

Printed instructions for setting up cameras
and tripods, and for recording both physical
and on-screen activity were provided to make
the process flow smoothly and reduce the
amount of effort required of families to operate
unfamiliar equipment. It was explained that
there was no set number or length of recordings
required, but that they should aim for two
recordings of 10–20 minutes in length. This
was added as a ‘rough guide’ so that families
had some idea of the scope of desired data col-
lection. The instructions stated: ‘We want to
record play sessions in as most natural a way
as possible, so if your child plays for longer or
shorter – please adjust recording length as
required’. Importantly, we also provided
instructions to participant families about how
to synchronize recordings from two cameras:

Because we’re recording the same thing from
two different cameras, we need a way to syn-
chronize the videos when we watch them.
When you have both cameras recording,
please do a clap or identifiable sound near
the start of recording, so that we can use
this as a cue to match the videos together.

We acknowledged that it would be difficult to
capture entirely ‘normal’ everyday play given
that childrenwere fully aware of being recorded.
However, we explained that the aim was to see
how children play in everyday settings.

The recording configuration for each
family is shown in Table 1. For children play-
ing on iOS devices with the inbuilt screen
recording function, the resulting two record-
ings were one internally produced by the
device and one from the researcher supplied
camera which captured a view of players
and their immediate surroundings. Where
children played on a computer, one camera
was positioned behind the child so that the
screen and child’s body were both captured.
In one recording of family 5, the father had
installed screen record software on the com-
puter that was used in one Minecraft play ses-
sion, so we had two recordings of this play.
Xbox play was recorded with one camera
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directed at the TV screen and another at chil-
dren as they sat on couches to play. Record-
ing equipment was left with families for 1–2
weeks, and then at the second visit was col-
lected along with the screen recording files

from devices. After files were synchronized
(described below), and then the researcher
visited families for a third time to interview
children, with reference to recordings where
necessary.

Table 1. Summary of participating family recording devices, set-up and production.

Family

Device(s)
used for
Minecraft View of screen captured by: View of player(s) captured by:

Number and length of
recordings

1 Xbox Camera on tripod to left of
players, pointed at TV

Camera on tripod to left of TV, pointed at
two players on couch

1 recording of 35 minutes

2 Xbox Camera on tripod to right of
player(s), behind couch

Camera on tripod to right of TV, pointed at
player(s) on couch

3 recordings on different
days (36, 42, and 26
minutes long)

3 iPad First play session recorded with
iPad screen record function;
second session recording failed

In first recording camera in front of child
sat on his bed; in second, camera in
front of two players sat on the floor

2 recordings of 11 and 43
minutes

4 iPad and
iPhone

Screen recording of Dad’s iPhone Camera on tripod behind coffee table
pointed at players on couch

2 recordings of 15 minutes
and 24 minutes

5 iPad and PC iPad sessions recorded with iPad
screen record function; PC
session recorded with screen
recording software

iPad session 1: camera on tripod behind
left shoulder of player on couch; iPad
session 2: camera on tripod behind
coffee table pointed at both players sat
on couch; PC session: camera on tripod
behind and to the right of player sat at
computer

3 recordings, 18, 17 and 21
minutes long

6 Laptop and
Desktop PC

All recordings with one camera only, looking over the shoulder of player,
capturing screen, profile view of player’s face and shoulders, arms and hands
on keyboard

3 sessions of 34, 35, and 38
minutes

7 Mum’s
iPhone

iOS screen recorder function Camera on tripod behind dining table;
frontal view of player sat resting iPhone
on table and mother sat next to him
when called

1 session of approximately
20 minutes recorded

8 iPad iOS screen recorder function Camera on tripod in front of couch where
player was sitting capturing frontal view
of player and sister

3 sessions, 43, 14 and 18
minutes long

9 Xbox Camera on makeshift stand made
of cake tins in corner behind
right of couch

Camera on entertainment unit to right of
TV pointed at players on couch

3 sessions, 7, 29, and 63
minutes long

10 iPad Camera on tripod behind and
slightly to the side of player,
pointing down towards screen
on lap of player

Same camera captured hand movements
across screen, sometimes player’s face
but not position of player’s body in
room

3 sessions (all on same
afternoon) of 27, 14 and
23 minutes long

Figure 1. Final recording view for family 1 with children playing on an Xbox.
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Discussion: editing and analysis
procedure for synchronizing multiple
perspectives

The next part of the process was editing footage
captured simultaneously from two sources so
that both were synchronized and could be
viewed side-by-side. This was done so that we
could attend to the screen in relation to the
child’s body and surroundings (social and
material) during analysis. This editing was
done using Wondershare Filmora software.
The resulting views with varying recording
configurations are shown in Figures 1 and 2.
Figure 3 shows the view obtained from the
single camera used to record the child in family
6, playing on a laptop.

A total of 10.5 hours of Minecraft play was
recorded across the ten families. Some families
recorded just one session, others up to four ses-
sions (see Table 1). Recordings were varied in
length, with the shortest being 7 minutes and
the longest 63 minutes (both family 9). Analy-
sis involved watching and re-watching the
videos, taking detailed notes, and coding in a
top-down fashion for types of play in an
already existing taxonomy of play types
(Hughes 2002). This coding process was done
in Elan software (ELAN 2018) which allows
for the annotation of large video files. The
dual recordings obtained in this study allowed
for a detailed, multi-perspectival analysis of
children’s Minecraft play on a range of devices
in home leisure time settings. From this, rich
descriptions of play events as they were pro-
duced by human and non-human actors, in a
range of social settings, were produced. The
analysis of this video recording data, in con-
junction with interview and play tour data,
was used in the first author’s thesis to structure
a detailed description of sixteen types of play
(for example, sociodramatic play, communi-
cation play, symbolic play). These findings
were situated within studies of the discursive
social context of children’s digital play and
the technological context of contemporary

play worlds to form a conceptual argument
that children’s Minecraft engagement is as
much ‘play time’ as it is ‘screen time’ and that
given children have a right to play (United
Nations Committee on the Rights of the
Child 2013), care must be taken to actively
‘see’ play that involves a screen in order to
avoid erasure of practices that are meaningful
to children but that also come with histories
of adult concern.

In this section, we explain what this method
brought to analysis and then point to some
challenges and ethical considerations associ-
ated with the method. The Minecraft play ses-
sions that unfolded in the video recordings
for this study were an ebb and flow of periods
of intense drama, action, talk, and movement
of bodies (both in physical and virtual space)
and more quiet, focused periods of concen-
tration, decision-making and at times an
almost meditative or rhythmical flow to placing
blocks or flying across the landscape. Video
recording took place in a range of household
settings—many in living rooms, with children
seated on a couch, at the dining table, at a com-
puter desk, or on the floor. Because cameras
were placed on tripods or furniture and there
was no need for them to be held while record-
ing, parents generally left the immediate proxi-
mity of play once recording was set up.
Household life carried on in the background.
Recordings captured this in audio form with
background noises of siblings playing, phone
calls, washing machines, kitchen clatter, con-
versation between parents, and in one case,
laughter at the sound of the family dog snoring
as it slept next to a child playing on his iPad.
Recordings were made at varying times of day
and on weekends as well as weekdays after
school, or after younger siblings had gone to
bed and there was uninterrupted space and
time to play. While children and other family
members were aware that they were being
recorded, the data clearly speak to the ways in
which digital gameplay is, as Keogh (2018)
writes: ‘embedded in and mediated by the
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rhythms of the player’s everyday life, not
detached from them’ (147; see also Apperley
2009).

A range of social configurations of Mine-
craft play were captured: children playing on
their own; with a parent; with a sibling or cou-
sin; or on an online server. We were able to
observe the closeness of pairs of players, over-
the-should glances at screens and at each
other and, in family 9, the frequent handing
over of the Xbox controller to an older sibling
when the younger had difficulty manipulating
buttons in order to achieve what she wanted
her on-screen character to do. The dual view
of play meant that we were able to understand
breaks in on-screen activity, for example,
where discussions between siblings took
place, or when a child got up and moved
around, leaving the iPad for some time, then
returning and re-animating on-screen charac-
ters. We could hear songs that children sung
while moving their avatars on screen in a

dance-like way, and see accompanying move-
ments of children’s bodies. We could see how
on-screen activity flowed into corresponding
moments of play in physical space. For
example, where the on-screen interaction
with ‘witches’ in Minecraft spilled over to two
brothers in family 2 imitating the ‘witches’
cackles which then evolved into a period of
rough and tumble play on the couch as the
boys pushed their backs against each other
with alternating force between the two of them.

We also had a good enough view of the
screen that we were able to see children’s facial
expressions and body movements in direct
response to on-screen activity. For example,
in family 9, the younger sibling who struggled
with the Xbox controller, became visibly tense
and moved her body in synchrony with her
on-screen character as she had it climb a
large, high structure. From the screen view,
we were able to see that she had very little
space to ‘jump’ to and that her character fre-
quently fell, before then adding blocks so that
climbing was easier. Upon reaching the top of
the structure, her body in physical space
relaxed, she smiled and turned to her brother
exclaiming that she had made it to the top. In
family 4’s recordings we had a clear view of
the way that the child attempted to solve a pro-
blem with making a ‘fireworks machine’, by
using different items, having her character
change positions and so on. Importantly, we
could also hear her verbalizing what she was

Figure 2. Final recording view for family 4 with child and her father playing together in the same Minecraft game
on an iPad (child) and iPhone (father).

Figure 3. Final recording view for family 6 with child
playing on a laptop at the dining table.
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trying to do and could see her father glancing at
her screen in an attempt to help, but being told
by her ‘no, look at it from your screen’. It would
be possible to get the gist of what was happen-
ing on screen, perhaps, from just a recording of
the players. But having a clear view of the
screen meant that we could see a level of detail
in on-screen actions that would have been
difficult to get otherwise.

This view of the screen also gave insight into
the sorts of preparatory activities children
engage in when first entering the Minecraft
software. In some cases, children spent a
great deal of time tinkering with game settings
(adjusting the level of difficulty, assigning roles
to players, etc.) Others spent time browsing the
Minecraft ‘Marketplace’, trying on new ‘skins’
for their characters, in a kind of dress-up
play, for example, or clicking through screen-
shots of pre-made maps. These sorts of meta-
game practices are often left out of accounts
of children’s digital play, perhaps because
they are less readily aligned with pedagogical
goals. But being able to clearly read the on-
screen text and hear children’s corresponding
commentary, such as voicing the characters of
‘skins’ they tried on or negotiating with a
parent about getting a new map for a birthday
present, gave us a holistic view of what Mine-
craft engagement involves. It meant that we
could see, for example, how browsing the Mar-
ketplace was, for some children, a form of play
in itself and how commercial infrastructure
seeps into the flow and nature of digital play.

Also of interest and of relevance to this
method, was the way that some children inter-
acted with the camera directly. In these
instances, children provided a to-camera com-
mentary on their play in the style commonly
seen in YouTube gaming videos. For example,
Archie (pseudonym) in family 2, during one
of his recordings said, ‘hey guys, my name’s
Archie… and now, what you want to do is
… ’ and the younger sibling in family 9 said
‘this is the funnest day ever guys!’ while play-
ing. Rather than viewing these instances as a

threat to the ‘naturalistic’ quality of our data,
we view them as representations of the cultural
milieu in which children’s digital play occurs.
As Pink (2007) argues, it is necessary to not
only consider participants’ awareness of being
recorded but also the place that ‘being
recorded’ has in participants’ cultural worlds.
We, therefore, see these interactions with the
camera as an indication of the enmeshing of
‘YouTuber’ practices and Minecraft play prac-
tices in a way that represents the current cul-
tural value of both for children.

Overall, we argue that this method involving
multi-perspectival video recordings provides
an expanded and yet granular view of digital
play. This has the potential to broaden our
understandings of children’s contemporary
play worlds and provides an effective solution
to the problems of gaining access to the inti-
mate spaces of digitally connected homes and
playthings that have been difficult for research-
ers to view and record. In conjunction with
other data sources, interview transcripts and
play tours, the view of play we have produced
here forms what Burnett and Merchant
(2016) refer to as a ‘baroque perspective’
where various sources of empirical data are
crafted together to construct ‘stories’ that eluci-
date the nature of children’s digital play worlds
and experiences (267). Importantly, it is
acknowledged that these stories are con-
structed by researchers’ work with the data
and are not intended to be representative of a
finite reality. Rather, they draw on a range of
perspectives in order to build a layered,
detailed researcher account of play.

Challenges and ethical considerations

The broadness of the view captured by video
recordings, combined with interview tran-
scripts, and play tour photographs meant that
there was a large volume of data generated,
and this presented challenges to analysis. For
the purposes of this study, the volume and
scope of data were justified, given our aim of
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describing Minecraft play within layers of con-
text (social, technical, etc.), and the choice to
code in a top-down manner meant that the
amount of detail in the data was necessary
and manageable. However, for other research
aims, with other theoretical bases, this method
may produce a volume of information that is
unwieldy and potentially unnecessary.

The reliance on technology in data gener-
ation makes this method prone to ‘technical
difficulties’, that cannot always be anticipated
or overcome. For example, in some families,
the screen recording appeared to be working
well but the files did not actually save correctly
and were lost. Commonly, this was because the
device’s storage was at capacity and therefore,
while it looked like it was recording, there
was no space for the recording to be saved. In
other cases, the device being used for play
was too old to install the version of the operat-
ing system that allowed screen recording. In
one instance, videos of the child and the screen
could not be synced in time because the audio
output of the screen recording had not been
captured (this is a setting that needs to be
turned on). In analyzing the footage in this
case, we kept the recordings separate, and
tried to connect on and off-screen activity
and utterances using other clues such as the
coincidence of the participant putting down
the device (seen from external camera perspec-
tive) with pauses in on-screen activity. These
unforeseen problems were dealt with flexibly
and analysis was structured around what we
could observe in each recording, whether that
was a side-by-side view of the screen and
player(s), just a view of the screen or just a
view of players (see Table 1).

A collaborative approach between families
and the researcher was crucial to the success
of this method. Families were told explicitly
what would be required of them at initial
recruitment contact and they were actively
involved in finding ways of obtaining the
view of play that the researcher was aiming
for. Rapport building was important as was

awareness of the burden placed on participants.
The researcher emphasized that there was an
‘ideal’ type of data (two recordings for each
play session), but also that they understood
the realities of household life with children
and the limits of what was possible to achieve.
By having an open conversation with partici-
pants about the study’s overall aims and what
data was desired, participants were able to
feel that they were ‘working with’ the
researcher rather than solely the ‘subjects’ of
research. In all participating families, there
was an eagerness to help with producing the
best possible view of digital play, both on the
part of parents and children. Fortunately, all
participating parents in this study had rela-
tively high technology skills and a willingness
to solve problems that arose during the period
recording equipment was left with them. How-
ever, for research with participants who do not
have resources in this area, this method would
potentially incur an inappropriate level of bur-
den on participants. This may also be the case
in families where demands on time, or stress
levels are particularly high and this must be
included as an ethical consideration in plan-
ning and carrying out this kind of research.
Open communication between researcher and
participants is necessary, as is sensitivity to
picking up on situations where the degree of
involvement required of participants is inap-
propriate, including in cases where participants
may not verbalize this out of courtesy or
anxiety about letting down the researcher.

In addition to consideration of potential
burden to families, and ethical considerations
common to research involving children, such
as the need for reflexivity in regard to power
dynamics and modified consent procedures,
recording in the intimate spaces of family
homes raises further ethical considerations.
The view of the home captured both by direct
researcher gaze during visits and by camera
footage represents an intrusion into spaces
that may typically be protected from the view
of outsiders. This presents risks to privacy as
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the amount of identifying information attached
to moving images of private spaces and indi-
viduals is potentially much greater than that
present in interview transcripts, for example.
It also potentially raises feelings of discomfort
for families who may feel they are being judged
on the state of the house or children’s behav-
iour, or parenting. In this study, again, com-
munication was key here. It was explained
clearly from the outset of contact with partici-
pants that we were interested in play, for
play’s sake, and not in assessing parenting or
learning opportunities or any other family
practices. Participants, including children,
were given the opportunity to view, share or
withhold any footage or images captured. Still
images from video recordings have been used
in publications arising from this research,
with consent, and they have been carefully
checked for identifying information. This
study has therefore explicitly acknowledged
the intrusion of researcher gaze into otherwise
private spaces and minimized the potential
negative impact of this through formal ethical
processes and dialogue with all participants.

Data generation by families, done in
amongst busy schedules, routines and in
some cases, the controlled chaos of family
life, means that the researcher has less control
over how much and what kind of data is
obtained than they perhaps would if the foo-
tage was obtained by researchers during
home visits (Marsh 2019). Where a researcher
records during home visits, the presence of an
outsider in the home, there for a particular pur-
pose, for a particular time, may have an on-the-
spot structuring and guiding effect on what is
recorded. However, in line with the ethno-
graphic underpinnings of our study, we see
the power redistribution inherent in leaving
recording to families as an opportunity for par-
ticipants to directly shape knowledge pro-
duction. In this way, we see the variety in the
lengths and nature of recordings obtained as
reflective of the variety of household contexts
in which our participants play digital games,

and therefore as a source of enrichment to
the knowledge produced by this study. Given
this stance, flexibility in expectations around
what may be possible to achieve in the analysis
is required when using this method. We chose
to include all recordings in the analysis, includ-
ing those where only the screen or only the
child were recorded, or where it was not poss-
ible to synchronize the two views. In writing
about the findings, we noted explicitly the
type of recording that examples of play came
from and explained clearly how the footage
was produced.

The method described here was focused
solely on children’s digital play within home
settings. However, children’s media engage-
ment including digital play via mobile devices,
does not only occur in the home and gaining a
comprehensive view of children’s engagement
with digital games (and other multi-sited
media) means studying these engagements in
all the places they happen (Aarsand 2016).
The method described here is not able to cap-
ture, say, children playing on a parent’s
phone in the back of the car, or while waiting
for an appointment. This raises issues beyond
the aim of this paper, for example, about
what the objectives of children’s media
researchers should be, but it is worth noting
that the method we have described here
would appear most suited to studying play in
households, or other relatively fixed and
spatially bounded sites. Alternative methods
are required to gain an understanding of digital
play ‘on the go’ and in more diffuse physical
locations.

Conclusion

In this paper, we have described a method for
gaining richly detailed data on children’s digital
play that is able to account for both the player’s
actions and the on-screen activity as it unfolds
in synchrony. This method, using two record-
ings edited to be side-by-side for analysis pro-
vides a means of capturing qualitative
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information about digital play as it occurs in
households with children without the need
for a researcher to be present when data is gen-
erated and in a way that minimizes the loss of
acuity of the view of the screen that is inherent
in methods using only one recording perspec-
tive. The method involves collaboration
between participants and researchers and is
underpinned by flexibility in set-up and in
expectations around the type and amount of
data generated. Obtaining screen recordings
of play on mobile devices can be challenging
given the reliance on family’s own device capa-
bilities, and may not be possible in all situ-
ations. However, we argue that the insights
possible from multi-perspectival recordings
are a strong incentive for perseverance through
technical difficulties and that having an open,
communicative rapport with participants is
crucial to the efficacy of this method. The
methods developed in this study demonstrate
a way to resolve tensions inherent in research-
ing children’s digital play, household media use
and digital ethnography more broadly when so
much of social life is now enacted and distrib-
uted across private, physical and digital spaces.
Through the combination and layering of mul-
tiple simultaneous recordings of digital spaces
such as Minecraft, and other children’s digital
play spaces within the physical and social con-
texts of the home, we offer a method for captur-
ing children’s digital play as an ordinary yet
significant site of everyday consumption, prac-
tice and meaning.
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